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and coordinated study program for high school
and college classes. The se clearly written analyses
will be invaluable resources for church libraries,
pastors' librarie s, and adult education groups.
The two new books in this se ries are:

The Church of the Middle Ages
Carl Volz has p roduced a much-needed
reevaluation of the medieval church.
Following a topical fo rmat, this volume
is a sensitive and discrimina ting view
of the church struggling through d ifficult times.
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The !!,arly Dark Ages of the Church Some Rejleaions
EDGAR KRENTZ

INTRODUCTORY NOTE:

to the Pauline Gentile mission.2 There are
This is II f'e11ised, and, slightl, expanded, oer- thus about 20 years for which we have no
primary documentation.
sion of a lecture Jelwered, before the Jacult,, guests
bod,,,
s111Jen1
and.
of the Near Bast
Yet it is in this period that imponant,
School of Theolog,, Beirut, Lebanon, in October 1968. The writer wishes lo thank all if not decisive, developments took place
al
school /or making his oisil memorable in the Christian church. Some can be parhopes
and, lhal
,pleasanl and,
lhe lecture willtheconoe,
appear
formdocumented
his
lhe a,licle
profound,
tially
from the Book of Acts:
some
in small
wa,
is scheduled,
thanks. In a slighll,
the geographic spread of the church bealtered,
yond Jerusalem-Judea; the gradual inclu10
in
Journal of the
sion of the Gentiles; some aspects of the
Near F.ast School of Theology.
life of the church. But our ignorance far
he period of history from the Reslll'exceeds our knowledge. Even if we accept
rection to the oldest document in the the essential historicity of Acts along with
New Testament is in many ways the dark- a number of recent scholars,3 a multitude
est in the history of the church. No docu- of questions that fascinate the student of
ment in the New Testament antedates the
the earliest church remain unanswered.
year 50, the generally agreed-on date for
The churches in Antioch, Rome, and Alex1 Thessalonians.1 Even if we would date
andria were all founded in this period; yet
Galatians early, say A. D. 48/49 on the
we can only make guesses about who the
South Galatian hypothesis, we would push
missionaries were who first preached to
our knowledge back only a year and a half.
awaken faith in these most important civic
The only other possible candidate for an
earlier date is the Epistle of James, placed
2 Most recently by Wilhelm Michaelis, 'Binby a minority of scholars at a time prior lsil11ng in ""1 Ns1111 Teslllmenl (Bem, 19613

T

[editions are hereafter indicated by supenaipt
1 See Paul Feine and Johannes Behm, Ionumbers]), pp. 278-79 (with references to
1,otl"clioo 10 lh• Ntllll Tesldmn11, 14th revised older literature) . The implausibility of this
edition by Werner Georg Kiimmel, tr. A. J. view is shown by Kiimmel, pp. 289--91, and
Mattill Jr. (Nashville and New York, 1966) 1 Franz Mussner, Der Jaob,ubnsf (Freiburgp. 183; Willi Marxsen, In1,otl11c1ion lo the Ntllll Basel-Wien, 1964), pp. 12-23.
Te1111men1, tr. G. Buswell (Philadelphia, 1968),
a See R. P. C. Hanson, Th• A.as (Oxford,
p. 34.
1967), pp. 1-35; A. N. Sherwin-White,
Rom"" Sockty lltlll ROlll4n Ltlw i,, lh• N11111
Th. tl#lho, is professor of exegeliu/. theolog,
Conco,d,it,
Tss111mm1 ( Oxford, 1963); J~haoors Munck,
(New Tesldmenl) ill
Semi"""' The A.ell of the A.floslles (Garden City, New
SI.Lo,m.
York, 1967).

67
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centers.4 Is Walter Bauer correct when he
suggests in his epoch-making book Recht-

glii11bigkei1 ,mtl Ketzerei i1n iilteste,z, Christentum (Tiibingen, 1934; 1964 2 ) that
early Christianity in Alexandria was judged
later to be heretical because gnostic and
so it was expunged from historical me111ory? 5 Why are no Aramaic records pre•
served from this early church? What was
the function of the Twelve, a group re•
ferred to in 1 Cor.15:S? What was the
conception of and role of the apostle in
this period? Was it identical with that of
the Twelve? Acts seems to use the term
only for the original Twelve and always
in the plural. The apparent exception in
Acts 14: 14 applies the term to Barnabas
and Paul as missionaries of the church of
Antioch.
•

What theological problems did the
young church face? How did it solve
them? A reading of Acts would suggest
that most of the problems that faced the
early church down to A. D. 45 were more
sociological than theological - for example, the greed of Ananias and Sapphira and
the grasping character of Simon Magus.
But Acts contains enough hints to make us
wonder. Acts 7:56 represents the only use
" The early establishment of the church at
Antioch on the Orontes and at Rome is evident
from the New Testament. The case of Alexandria is far less dear, as Floyd V. Pilson, A
Nt1111 Teslllmenl History (Philadelphia, 1964),
p. 246, n. 31, points out. Some have seen evidence of the existence of Christianity in Alexandria in the Emperor Claudius' famous letter
to the Alexandrians written A. D. 41 (P. London 1912
Co,P•s PII/J1rort1m ]""'1ic0r#m no.
153), especially in the reference to Jews from
Palestine who cause disturbances. The extensive bibliography is available in CPJ.
1 See Hans Dieter Betz, "Orthodoxy and
Heresy in Primitive Chrisdanity," lnlff'IW11t1-

=

,;o,,, XIX ( 1965), 299-311.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol41/iss1/8

of the title Son of Man for Jesus outside
the Gospels. In Acts it is on Stephen's lips,
in the Gospels always on those of Jesus.
Was there a theology that understood Jesus
as the coming Son of Man but that proved
inadequate and thus disappeared?
Would such a Christology have been
characteristic of Judeo-Christianity as opposed to Hellenistic Christianity? And is
that why it disappeared? Such is the opinion of Wilhelm Bousset O and Reginald
FuUer.7 Are such Christians to be equated
with the Judaizers with whom Paul disputes the nature of the Gospel? Or were
they a latent force called forth by his work?
Did the early missionaries vary the terms
with which they preached Jesus as they
moved through the ancient world? Did
such variety polarize Christianity, or were
early Christians held under a higher unity
of faith? Was Paul a great innovator in
theology, or was he merely a courageous
proclaimer of theologies already current in
the church? Is he the Hellenizer of Christianity, as some 19th-cenrury scholars
argued,8 or does he continue, though expand, the apostolic proclamation?
Such questions are only representative
6

K1nos Christos (Gottingen, 1913; 1965 &),
pp. 1-22, 77-84.
7 The Poundatio-ns of NBW Tssldmenl Christology (New York, 1965), pp. 143--56. See
also Norman Perrin, Rediscovering 1h11 Teaching of Jes11s (New York and Evanston, 1967),
,Passim, and the literature referred to there.
8 See
the relevant sections of Albert
Schweitzer, Paul and His lnterpret,,s: A Crilical Histor1, tr. W. Montgomery (New York,
1912). The question is certainly not answered,
as a rapid reading of the volume Das Plltll111der
bild in
ne1Jertm tle1Jlschtm
ed.
Karl Heinrich Rengstorf (Darmstadt, 1964),
will show. Rudolf Bultmann, "Zur Geschichte
der Paulus-Porschung," ibid., pp. 305-307,
shows that this is a central issue for the understanding of early Christianity.

P
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"fHB EARLY DARK AGES OF THE CHURCH

ot the kind that arise when one tries to
reconstruct the history of the church in
this period. It has been called "the twilight
region of Christianity" and its study charaaerized as a "little-trodden, difficult, and
dangerous way." 0 Yet these questions are
imponant, for answers to them might
demonstrate that there was ( or was not)
a continuity of interpretation of Jesus from
the Resurrection to our fust literary
sources.10 The way may be difficult; that
makes it only more interesting and fascinating for the student.
The resources for this study include the
Book of Acts and such material as can be
recovered from the rest of the New Testament. Charles Harold Dodd 11 has called
attention to the common kerygma that
underlies the sermons in Acts, though his
analysis has been challenged recently.12
Yet Acts according to its own outline
{ 1: 8) is something less than a complete
history. It concentrates its interest on two
figures, Peter and Paul, in order to trace
the .missionary spread west toward Rome.
Luke omits much that must have been com1non knowledge for his readers but is lost
in the mists of the past today. Acts, for
example, never mentions the letters of
Paul. It gives no information about the
arrangements Paul made for the organization of the churches he left behind in his
Archibald M. Hunt.er, P1111l 11nd, Hit P,11Jecessors (Philadelphia, 19612), p. 14 (originally written in 1940).
10 See Robert H. Mounce, "Continuity in
the Primitive Tradition. Some Pre-Pauline Elements in I Corinthians," lnlllr/1f"Bldlion, XIII
( 1959), 418.
11 The Apostolic Pret1ching and, lls D111111lopmsn11 (New York and London, 1951 2,
9

first published 1936).

Pre11ching tlM Tsaching;. lhe BMlissl Church (Philadelphia, 1967).
12 Robert C. Worley,
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travels. Acts gives no information about
the liturgy or worship of these churches.
We do not know if Paul's sermons customarily lasted as long as that spellbinder in
Troas that put young Eutychus to sleep.
Acts raises more questions than it answers.13
We are forced to look for more primitive material embedded in the documents
of the New Testament. This type of study
is relatively young. Each year sees some
significant additions to our knowledge.
Some material is expressly marked off by
the writers as earlier tradition, for example, 1 Cor.11:23 and 15:3-5. Other material can be recovered only by a careful
analysis of formal elements or by other
linguistic phenomena. The father of such
studies in the New Testament is the great
classicist Eduard Norden. His volume Ag11,ostos Theos, fuse published at Leipzig in
1913, is still a basic text.14 In it he identified Acts 17, Col 1: 15-20, 1 Tim. 3: 16, and
other passages as stylistically foreign in
their New Testament contexts.
This study has been carried on for about
50 years. Ernst Lohmeyer, in a long series
of works beginning in 1926, demonstrated
the value and significance of the method
13 It is not our purpose here to discuss the
great difficulties in using Acts as a source. Some
of the difficulties are presented in the recent
book by P. Gerald Downing, The Church antl
]BS#S." A
in Hislo,,, Philosof,h1 tltlll
ThBolog1 (London, 1968), pp. 25---44, 57 to
76, with rich bibliographic notes.
14 It bears the subtitle Unlwsuchtmgtm %t1r
Pormeng11schich111 rBligios,w RB"'1. To my
knowledge the first use of the term Ponng•schi&hlll appeared in the work Bin11 Milhr111lil,wgie, a study of an obscure religious text by Alfons Dieterich in 1903. As has so often happened, methods developed in classical philolo8f
were imported into Biblical studies somewhat
later.

s,ua,
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in New Testament studies.16 Since 1950
men of greatly varied theological p0sitions
have added to the growing body of literature: Gerhard Delling, Oscar Cullmann,
Ernst Kasemann, Eduard Schweizer, Joachim Jeremias, Otto Michel, Eduard Lohse,
James M. Robinson, Philip Carrington,
Edward Gordon Selwyn, Nils A. Dahl,
Archibald M. Hunter, Gottfried Schille,
Reinhard Deichgraber, and many others.
Such scholars have identified much material that is older than the documents in
which it is found. This paper will list
some of the areas studied, point out the
criteria used, and illustrate the method
with a number of passages from the New
Testament.
Much time has been spent in studying
the epistolary form, the significance of the
thanksgiving, the influence of rhetoric,18
the use of the Old Testament in the New,17
and the autobiographical sections of the
epistles.18 These studies have made great

contributions to the evaluation of the
Christian contribution to ancient style.
More directly relevant to the understand..
ing of earliest Christianity has been the
study of the parenetic and catechetical
teaching of the New Testament. The relation of the virtue and vice catalogs of the
New Testament to those of both Judaism
( including Qumran) and Hellenism has
been carefully evaluated. The upshot is to
demonstrate that the early church was not
unique in its ethical teaching by virtue of
being absolutely novel.19 Rather, the
uniqueness of Christianity lay in the
unique motivation to action. The Hat1.rlafeln have been similarly treated ( see the
bibliographies in Furnish and Schrage).
The greatest contributions in this a.tea
have come in the study of early Christian
catechesis. Here the names of Philip Carrington 20 and Dean Edward Gordon Selwyn 21 take pride of place. They demonstrated that a common catechetical pattern
is to be found in 1 Thess. 4: 1-9 and 1 Peter
1:13-22. The common elements of holiness, abstention from immorality, ,philadel-

See the Po,sch•ngsbsricht in Gottfried
Schille, Pf'iJhchristliche H1mnen (Berlin, 1965 2),
pp. 12-14, and Martin Dibelius, "Zur Formgeschichte des Neuen Testaments ( ausserhalb
der Evangelien) ," Theologischs Runtlsch•, Yonick under the title LetlfJf's of St. Pa11l: Modem St,lllies (Chicago, 1968).
Neue Folge Ill (1931), 207-242.
19 Anton Vogtle, Die T•gentl,- •ntl- Las1er16 A special study of note is Ulrich Schmidt,
ktJ111loge (Munster, 1936); S. Wibbing, Die
Der Pril,mel tles W erles (Wiesbaden, 1963) , Tugend- •nd Ltzsterk11taloge im NT •ntl, ihre
an investigation of the priamel of value in the Tr11dilionsgeschichte 11nter
sichtigung der Q•mra
ancient world, including 1 Corinthians.
(Berlin, 1959);
17 Attention is called, inter lllitl, to the folRigaux, pp. 200-201; Viaor Paul Furnish,
lowing basic wo.rks: Joseph Bonsirven, S. J., Theolog'J tmd- Ethics in P1111l (Nashville and
l!xegese rabbiniq,u, et exegese paulini,mne New York, 1968), pp. 81-92; Wolfgang
(Paris, 1939); C. H. Dodd, According 10 the Schrage, Die konkreten Binzelgebote in tier
]tlWScriptures (London, 1952); J. W. Doeve,
Giitersloh, 1961), pp.
pa11linischen
Paf'iinese (
ish Hermne•tics in 1h11 S'}fJoptic Gospels antl 198-204.
Aas (Assen, 1954); E. Earle Ellis, Pa11l's Use
20 The Prim"i1i11e Christian Ctllechism: A
o/ the Oltl T11slament (Edinburgh, 1957); Bar- Stu, in the Epistles (Cambridge, 1940).
nabas Lindars, NIJUI Testament Apologetic (Lon21 "Excursus II: The Interrelation of I Peter
don, 1961).
and the Other New Testament Epistles,.. Ths
18 B&la lUgawc, Pllllltu ,mtl, ltlffltl Bmfs:
Pwst Bpinle of Pelllr (London, 1949), pp. 363
Dt1r Slnll der Porsch,mg, tr. August Bea to 466. See also Schrage and Hunter, pp. 52 to
(Miinchen, 1964); English tr. by Stephen 57.
15
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phia, and peace have been called an "early
Christian holiness code," since the elements seem to be based on Lev. 17-20.
A second pattern can be traced in 1 Peter
2:1-2, James 1:21, Col. 3:8-4:12, and
Eph. 4:22 ff. Its catchwords are "put off,"
"put on the new man," "be subject,"
''watch," and "stand." Such catechetical
teaching was often introduced by an appeal
such as we allknow t hat . . ." or "do not
be ignorant that . . . ." It presupposed
a prior oral teaching to which appeal
might be made. Its occurrence in 1 Thessalonians shows that such developed catechetical teaching was present by A. D. 50 as
part of the baptismal instruction. It is thus
almost certain that it takes us "back to the
time before Paul's letters and thus to the
decades after Christ's death and resurrecII

.

"

.,.,

tlOn. - -

Ethics pushes us into the area of early
Christian worship and liturgy, for ethical
teaching is often an appeal to realize what
has happened in baptism ( see Col. 3: 3 ff.) .
Liturgy is usually a conservative phenomenon; it tends to resist change. Liturgical
materials in the early church are no exception. Paul himself clearly identifies his
teaching about the origin of the Lord's
Supper as tradition ( note the verbs pa,elahon and ,paredoka in 1 Cor. 11: 23). Usually, however, other criteria must be used
in order to identify elements that come
into the New Testament from liturgy.
One such criterion is that of language.
Although all the documents of the New
Erich Dinkier, "Form Criticism of the
New Testament," Peake's Commen""1 on 1h11
ed. Matthew Black and H. H. Rowley
(London, ·1962), p. 685; see also W. D. Davies,
"Ethics in the New Testament," lnle,tw11111t"s
DuliontlrJ of 1h11 Bibls (New York and Nashville, 1962), II, 172-76.
22
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Testament are originally written in Greek,
some Aramaic expressions survive. Some
such as allelouia and hosanna come from
Old Testament worship. In its use of
amen the Christian community did not
follow its Lord but continued to use amen
as an acclamation of asseveration.23 Two
other Aramaic expressions deserve closer
examination.
Both abba and marana tha are Aramaic
acclamations used in Greek-speaking
churches.24 Abba occurs in Rom. 8: 15 and
Gal. 4: 6; in both passages it requires translation. Moreover, in both contexts sonship
and the Spirit are involved. In .the Spirit
one can call God abba. Jeremias has
pointed out that the usage of this term for
God is unique to Jesus and the church.26
Jesus addressed God as abba (Mark
14: 36), not as abin11; that is, He called
God simply and directly "Daddy" and not
a more formal "our Father." The Spirit
See Heinrich Schlier, "Afflffl," Th11ologisches W o,te,buch zum Neuen T11sldmenl
(Stuttgart, 1932 ff.), I, 339--42; Alfred Stuiber,
"Amen," J11h,buch fiJ, Antike 11nd. Chrisltml11m,
I ( 1958) , 15 3-59. For Jesus' peculiar me of
amen to open sentences, see Joachim Jeremias,
"Characteristics of the IPSISSIMA VOX JESU,"
The P,11ye,s of Jesus (London, 1967), pp.
112-15.
24 On these formulas and other literary
forms in the New Testament, in addition to the
works of Dinkier and Rigaux already mentioned in the notes, see Emst Kisemann, "Pormeln II: Iiterarische Formeln im Neuen Testament," Die Religion in Geschieh111
""4
G11gtm3
wa,1 (Tiibingen, 1957-65 ), II, 993-96
[hereafter cited as RGG 3]; Gunther Boraksmm,
"Formen und Gattungen II: Im NT," RGG 8 ,
II, 999-1006; Gerhard Delling, Wo,skil> in
1h11 Nft/J Test11men1, tr. PeKJ Scott (Philadelphia, 1962), pp. 69-73.
215"Abba," Th11 P,a,ers of Jes,u, pp. 11--65.
See also Delling, pp. 70-71, and Charles Francis Digby Moule, Worship in 1h11 Ntlfll T t1Sldmn1 (Richmond, Va., 1961), pp. 76-78.
23
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enables the Christian to use abba as an
identifying acclamation; he belongs to that
group initiated by Jesus which is characterized by this form of address to God.
This acclamation, like K,yrios lesous
( 1 Cor. 12: 3), is possible only via the
Spirit. It thus implies an eschatology that
regards Jesus as the initiator of the new
age (see Gal. 4: 1-7).

Marana tha, "Our Lord, come" - so the
churd1 prayed to Jesus ( 1 Cor. 16:22; cf.
Did.10:6). But what did it 1nean when
it used this Aramaic phrase? Philologically
it could be analyzed to mean not only "Our
Lord, come!" but also as "Our Lord came"
( a perfect) or "Our Lord has come" ( a
present perfea), to use Kramer's analysis.!?6 A decision on the basis of Aramaic
morphology is not possible; rather, the
entire context of the acclamation has to
be considered. Two views have been put
forward. Hans Lietzmann 27 suggested that
this acclamation was part of a liturgy that
followed the reading of one of Paul's letters
and inuoduced the Eucharist. C. F. D.
Moule 28 follows this interpretation in his
book on worship but suggests in another
context 29 that it may have more properly
belonged in the context of the ban formula.
He cites 1 Cor. 5:4-5 and 2 Cor. 1:23 as
apposite material from the same corpus of
letters.
28 Wemer Kramer, Christ, Lord, Sos of God.
(London, 1966), p. 100.
27 Hans Lietzmann, Messe ,mt/, H'"tmmtlhl
(Bonn, 1926), pp. 229, 237-38; in English,
M,us 11ntl lhe Lord's S•/J/JB'I, tr. Dorothea H. G.
Reeve (Leiden, 1953 lf., still not complete),
p. 186 and pp. 192-93. Kramer, p. 100, follows him in positing a eucharistic context.
28 'Worship, pp. 43---44.
29 C. P. D. Moule, "A Reconsideration of
the Context of MARANATHA,.. N,w Te11t1,mn1 S1wlie1, VI ( 1959/60), 307-10.
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The liturgical context cannot be irrefutably demonstrated, but it can be shown
to be more likely. Gunther Bornkamm ao
bas shown that the language and thought
of 1 Cor. 16:22 contains nothing specifically Pauline. Philein ton k,y,ion is singular in Paul, who otherwise uses agapan;
moreover agapan is used in the sense of
holding to one's ho111,ologia (Rom. 8:28,
1 Cor. 2:9, 8:3, Eph. 6:24, 2 Tim. 4:8).
His suggestion that the form of the verse
is that of sacral law received strong support
from Ernst Kasemann, who identified the
prophet as the one who formulated law
words in early Christianity.91 Now it is
known from 1 Cor. 14:24ff. that the
prophet played a great role in early Christian worship. He refutes and interrogates
the worshiping community. 1 Cor. 11:26
underscores the eschatological character of
the Eucharist: it proclaims the Lord's death
"till He comes." 1 Cor. 16: 22 might well
give one formula for such prophetic anaknsis and elencbis:
The prophet: "If anyone does not love
the Lord let the eschatological ban be upon
him." 32
The people:

"Our Lord, come!" (an
eschatological confession

ao "Das Anathema in der urchristlichen
Abendmahlsliturgie," Das Ende ties Gesetus
(Miinchen, 1963 4), p. 124.
8l Emst Kisemann, "Sitze heiligen llechtes
.im Neuen Testament," New Tesl11mtml S1.diss,
I ( 1954/55), 248-60, reprinted in B,ceg•tische V B'IS#che ""' Besiaa#ngm ( Gottingen,
1965), II, 69-82; English tr., "Sentences of
Holy Law in the New Testament," New Teslllmtml Q#esliofls of To"'1 (Philadelphia, 1969),
pp. 66-81.
82 Bornkarnm, p. 125, presents the evidence
for the eschatological character of the anathema.
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and prayer at the same
time)
The prophet: uThe grace of the Lord
Jesus is with you."

=

l(y,rios Maran.a is thus primarily an
eschatological title in the Palestinian
church. It would accord well with the
words of Stephen in Acts 7: 56, whether
one views the Son of Man in that vision
as judge or advocate.33 It would fit in well
with the contents of Q, that elusive Gospel
source. The Son of Man sayings in it are
al.most all eschatological in orientation.
The early church looked for its Lord to
return; it expected of Him vindication and
judgment. It confessed that hope in every
Eucharistic celebration - as the survival of
the acclamation ma1·ana tha witnesses.34
11. survey of surviving Aramaic linguistic
fossils in the Greek Testament brought us
rapidly to Chriscology and eschatology.
The same result is achieved by an examination of other forms borrowed from Judaism: the doxology, the eulogy (berachah), and the homologue. We see that the
Christians continued the custom of the
pious Jew of pronouncing a blessing on
God's name. Such blessings or doxologies
may even be inserted in contexts that are
not immediately appropriate, as in Rom.
Jer
See C. F. D. Moule, "From Defendant to
Judge - and Deliverer," The Phenomenon of
the New Testament (London, 1967), pp. 90 to
91; C. K. Barrett, "Stephen and the Son of
Man," A,pophorela: Peslschn/1 fur Emsl Hasnchen (Berlin, 1964), pp. 32-38.
84 Wilhelm Bousset's view that the tide
K,nos originated in the Hellenistic church is
~us wrong. See Ferdinand Hahn, Chnstologuche Hohsilstilel ( Gottingen, 1963), pp.
100-110; English tr. by Harold Knight and
George Ogg, The Titles of Jesus in Chnstolog,
(London, 1969); Reginald Fuller, pp. 157 to
158.
88
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1:25 ("... worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed
fore~er! Amen.") or Rom. 9: 5.36 It is only
relatively late that such ascriptions are
given to Christ, as in 2 Tim. 4: 18 and 2
Peter 3: 18. The axios formulas of the
Apocalypse (4:11 and S:12) are probably
not derived from Judaism or Old Testament models but from pagan life. There
a~e no similar axios passages in the Sepmag1nt.
Now such berachoth and doxologies are
not marked off expressly as quotations nor
characterized by linguistic foreignness.
They are recognizable only by their form,
language, and position in the sentence, that
is, by form criticism. Thus the two be·rachoth of Romans interrupt the flow of
thought and add nothing to it. They are
analogous to the uBlessed be Thou, Jahweh" added at the end of peticiom in the
Shemoneh Es,eh, the great synagog
prayer.36
Creedal formulas have also been investigated.37 Some formulations are acdama35 Other doxologies or eulogies can be
found in 2Cor.11:31, 1 'fim.1:17, Eph.1:3,
Rom. 11:36, and so forcb. See Bornkamm,
RGG3, 1003; R.igaux, pp. 1S5-86; Delling,
pp. 62-69. Reinhard Deichgri:iber, Go11esh1mn11s """ Ch,is1ush1mn111 it1 dor friihn, Ch,istenheit: Untersuchungen
Po,m, S,prachs u,zJ.
Stu
fruhchns1licben H1mnen (Gottingen,
1967), pp. 24--44, gives a good survey of these
short praise ascriptions.
88 The Hebrew text of the prayer is most
easily found in W. Staerk, Altiutlicbe lilargischs
Gebele (Berlin, 1930 2 ); a good German translation can be found in Hermann L. Strack and
Paul Billerbeck, Kommenldr sum Ne""" T,1111menl IIIU T tJ,ntlll untl MiJ.rasch (Miinchen,
1956), IV, 1, 211-14. For eumples from
Qumran see R.igaux, p. 186.
37 On these creedal formulas see Ham
Lietzmann, S,mbolslUIUlltl I-XIV (Darmstadt,
1966), a reprint from Zeilschn/1 Jiir tlil N,u-

z,,
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tions in origin (for example, Eph. 4:4),
others are summaries of the church's proclamation (for example, 1 Cor. 15:3-5).
They vary in complexity. Some are simple
one-member statements confessing Jesus
as Lord ( 1 Cor. 12: 3, Phil. 2: 11, Rom.
10:9, Col.2:6),38 Christ (1 John 2:22),
or Son of God ( Acts 8: 37 [Western text],
l John 4: 15, 5: 5). At times these simple
one-member creeds may be expanded by
recounting a sequence of events ( 1 Cor.
15: 3-5), by an antithetical use of kata
sarka/kata pneuma or h')ios David/h'Jios
theo11 (Rom.1:3-4), or by a humiliation/
exaltation scheme, as in Phil. 2: 6-11.
The Jewish confession to one God (hei,s
theos) naturally appeared in pagan contexts where polytheism was a problem
( for example, Rom. 3: 30). It is combined
with the confession to Christ in 1 Cor. 8:6:
We, however, have one God, the Father,
from whom are all things, and we to Him,
And one Lord, Jesus Christ,
through whom are all things and we
through Him.89

Tripartite confessions are also found; for
example, Eph. 4:4-6 and Matt. 28:18-20.
Their Sitz im Leben is probably the early
baptismal liturgy.
The use of the acclamalio and the liturgical Sitz im Leben of these confessions
Wissnsch11/I, 21 (1922) th.rough
26 (1927); Oscar Cullmann, The E11rlies1 Chris,;.,. Confessions, tr. J. K. S. Reid (London,
1949); J. N. D. Kelly, &rl1 Christin Creetls
(London, 1960 2 ); Vemon H. Neufeld, Tbs
&.lissl Chrisltm Conf11ssions (Leiden, 1963).
18 I~ addition to the work by Kramer mentioned earlier, see also F. F. Bruce, " 'Jesus is
lord,' " Soli Deo Glori4: New Teslllf'l'Hnl
S1tlllies
of Willillm Chiltls Robi,11on
(Richmond, Va., 1968) , pp. 23-36.
19
0~ examples can be found in 1 Tim.
2:5, 6:13, 2 Tim. 4:1; see Kelly, p. 20 f.
16Slllmffltliehe

. Honor
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raise the question about the position that
worship of or confession to Jesus took in
the "liturgical life" of the community.
("Liturgical" is here not used in the sense
of fixed forms implying a panicular coitus
and priesthood.) Pliny the Younger
( A. D. 111-12) declares that Christians
"on a fixed day [assemble] before daylight
and .repeat .responsively a hymn to Christ
as God" (stato die ante l11cem carmenq11e
40
Christo quasi
dicere
invicem).
deo
sec1'm
Pliny thus describes antiphonal hymns to
Christ as God. These words naturally reminded scholars of passages in the New
Testament that speak of hymns. "May the
word of Christ [account of Christ?] dwell
in you richly, as you teach and admonish
one another in all wisdom (sophia) by
means of psalms, hymns, and pneumatic
[inspired? spiritual?] odes, singing with
thanks in your hearts to God" ( Col. 3: 16).
Eph. 5: 18-19 antiposes inspiration of the
Spirit to inspiration by wine and adds the
note that these three types of liturgical
songs are "to the Lord." 1 Co.r. 14:26 lists
hymns as one of the component elements
of corporate worship at Corinth. The discussion of Christian worship in 1 Cor.14
supports the idea that hymnody was used
to "teach and admonish" as well as to
praise. It is not surprising that hymns
then would be anonymous, since pneumatic
(inspired) compositions would belong in
the realm of prophecy.4 1
40

Plinius Minor, Ep. X.96. On this passage
see the excellent discussion with good bibliographical notes in Ralph P. Martin, '"A Footnote to Pliny's Account of Christan Worship,"
Vox E11ngelic11, III (1964), 51-57, and
David M. Stanley, 'The Divinity of Christ in
New Testament Hymns," S1mlills in Stll1111lion
Histor,, ed. C. Luke Salm (Engle~ood Cliffs,
N.J., 1964), pp. 179-80.
" 1 See Stanley, p. 181. This would coincide
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·Scholars have noted criteria by which
quotations in general and hymns in particular might be identified in the New Testament. Some of these are presented here
with examples.42
1. "Often the most reliable guide is the
language of the immediate context: the
creedal formulae or their constitutive elements are inserted and introduced by such
words as 'deliver,' 'believe' or 'confess'." 48
Rom. 10: 9 uses both pistet,o and homologeo in the immediate context. 1 Cor.
15: 3 has the verbs paralambano and paradidomi. Eph. 5 : 14, "Arise, thou that sleepest,/and wake from the dead,/and Christ
will lighten on you," is introduced with the
words dio legei. In his marginal note Nesde asks, "from where? the Apocalypse of
Eli jab?" ( ttnde? A pc. Bliae?). The words
are not a citation from the Old Testament.
The formulas of Scriptural citation in Paul
are usually different, often taking the form
gegraptai. The suggestion that it is a quotation from the liturgical life of the day

is persuasive. Clement of Alexandria
(Prow. IX.84.2) cites it as such. Its language fits well into a baptismal context"
and has parallels in the cultic language of
the Greek mysteries.45 Other introductory
formulas might include gar ( Rom. 11: 34),
de, or hoti, (as in lCor.15:3-5).
2. When a quotation is ended, an author
will often summarize the point he intended
to support by quoting it. He may indicate
such a summation by the use of an inferential particle (a,a oun, me o1'n tis).48
A good example adduced by Schille is the
Old Testament quotation in Rom.14:1112, introduced by geg,aptai and then applied with an ara o1'n (cf. 1 Cor. 5:10 and
the ottn in Eph. 5: 15).
3. A quotation will often not fit
smoothly into its context. It is characterized by "textual dislocations." 41 The hos
introducing 1 Tim. 3: 16 is a good example,
as will be shown later.
4. At times a citation can be identified
by the fact that some of its content is extraneous to the point being made. A "Zitat
with the description above of the function of
the prophet as one who admonishes via law erscheint im Zusam.menhang dadurch als
words. Heb. 13 :15 speaks of such hymns as 'Exkurs' oder ist wenigstens teilweise iiber"offerings of praise," identifying them also as fiiissig." 48 Such extraneous material can
confessions (homologiai); see Boroksmm,
be accounted for by the normal tendency
RGGB, 1003.
to carry a quotation along to a natural
42 The most convenient listing of such criteria can be found in Gottfried Schille, PriJb- break-off point. A good example is the
cbris1licbe H1mnen (Berlin, 1965 2 ), pp. 15 to hymn cited in Phil.2:6-11. Paul's parene23. Other material can be found in Ethelbert
Stauffer, New Teslamenl Theolog1, tr. John tic of }:mmility there demands only the first
Marsh (New York, 1955), appendix III: strophe of this two-stage hymn. Verses
"Twelve Criteria of Creedal Formulae in the

New Testament," pp. 338-39; Borobmm,
RGG a, 1003; Ralph P. Martin, "Aspects of
Worship in the New Testament Church," Vox
B11tmgelic11, II ( 1963) , 16-21. Johannes
Scha~omaon, S1,ul,isn zum ne11les111menllichsn
P,osah,mnus (Miinchen, 1965), suggests criteria based on syllabification and end rhyme.
His examples are not persuasive.
4 8 Stauffer, no. 1, p. 338; Schille, no. 1, p.

16.
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Martin, "Aspeas," p. 19; Heinrich
Schlier, Du Briel "" tlis Bpbsse, (Diisseldorf,
44

1963 "}, pp. 240--42.
4G Josef Kroll, Dis Cbris1lieh• H1mnotlil:
bis zu Klsmsns 11on .A.leXMIMnll (Darmstadt,
1968), pp. 15-16.
48 Schille, no. 2, p. 17.
41 Stauffer, no. 2, p. 339.
48 Schille, no. 3, p. 17.
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9-11 are extraneous to the argument, as
Paul's subsequent statements (2: 12 ff.)
make clear.
5. Stylistic features and linguistic peculiarities will also call attention to the
presence of a quotation. The occurrence of
vocabulary not normally used by an author
or of grammatical constructions that cannot otherwise be paralleled in his writings
suggest that the language may be borrowed
from another source. It is on this basis that
Rom. 3: 24-26b is identified by many as
a non.-Pauline formulation, probably from
a Judeo-Christian source that used the
model of a covenant theology.49 Or to take
another example, creedal formulas and
hymns will often use a first-person plural
form of the verb, while epistolary language usually employs the second person
plural. This might well account for the
shift of person in Eph. 1: 13.
Hymnic passages will probably show
some other stylistic peculiarities. Eduard
Norden pointed out that ancient hymnody
used relative pronouns ( often in the third
person), frequent participles, and often a
tightly compressed style.50 The description
from Pliny cited above would suggest also
the use of antithetical and synonymous
parallelism, the division of material into
strophes, and other rhetorical devices
( anaphora, end rhyme, and so forth). The
article by Martin and Schille's volume offet
rich illustrative material
On the basis of these criteria scholars
generally agree that Phil. 2:6-11,151 Eph.
49

See John Renrnsnn, "The Gospel of the
Righteousness of God," lntffiWsldlion, XX
( 1966), 432-52. The article has an excellent
bibliography on this passage.

so A.gnoslos Thsos, pp. 252-57.

See Ralph P. Martin, c.,.,,,_ Chris1i·
Phili/111iM,s ;;.,-11 in Rsen, lnttwtwsldlion ~
11
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5: 14, 1 Tim. 3: 16, and Col. 1: 15-20 62 are
hymnic. Other passages that are labeled
hymnic by some are John 1:1-18 (in part),
Heb.1:3-4, 1 Peter 1:18-20, 2:21-24, 3:1822, Eph. 1 :2-12 (14?], and many passages
in the Apocalypse. They are basically
Christological in content, as Pliny and the
New Testament passages adduced indicate. They are con£essional in character
and also useful for teaching and admonition ( Col. 3). None of them corresponds
to the personal psalms of the Old Testament Psalter in form or style, except the
hymns of the infancy narratives in Luke.
We propose to examine two of these
passages in somewhat greater detail as an
illustration of the method and then draw
some inferences for the present day.
We turn first to 1 Cor.15:3-5.63 Note
i.n lhe Setting of Ear/,,y Ch,istia·n Worship
(
Cambridge, 1967).
52 Hans Jakob Gabathuler, Jes,u Ch,ist11,s
Ha,1p1 dsr Ki,eho - Hau,PI de, l'rtell: Der
Christush,mn111 Colosser 1, lj-20 in Mr 1heologische11 Porsehutig de,
130 Jah,en
(Ziirich/Stuttgart, 1965). For a more general
treatment of the hymns in the New Testament
see the work by Deichgraber.
53 The bibliography on this passage is immense. In addition to the standard commentaries see the following two discussions of the
Resurrection: Karl Heinrich Rengstorf, D#
Aafe,steh11ng Jesu (Witten/Ruhr, 1960 4 )
pp. 117-35; Hans Grass, Ostergssehsh,m
011erberieh1e (Gottingen, 1964 8), pp. 94 to
112. Recent material on this specific pasnge
would include: Ernst Lichtenstein, "Die aelteste
christliche Traditionsformel," Zeilsehri/1 /;Jr
Kirehengesehiehle, LXIII (1950), 1-74; Ernst
Bammel, "Herkunft und Punktion der Traditionselemente in 1 Kor. 15, 1-11," Thsologisehs Zei1sehri/l, XI ( 1955), 401-19; B. L.
Allen, 'The Lost Kerygma," N IIUI Te1111menl
S111Jiss, III ( 1956/57), 349-53; Paul Winter,
"I Corinthians XV 3b-7," No11•m Te1111menl#m,
II (1957), 142-50 (answer to Allen); William Baird, "What Is the Kerygma? A Study of
ICor.15:3-8 and Gal.1:11-17," Jollffltll of

"",J,
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that Paul himself marks this passage off as
tradition by the two Greek words ,pa-ralambano and ,paradid,01ni, in verse 3; they correspond precisely to the technical terms of
early Judaism for the reception and the
passing on of tradition, qibel 1nin and
mii.sar le.M In verse 11 Paul states that this
kerygma has been the content of both his
and the earlier proclamation ( the ekeinoi
must refer to the earlier apostles).
The non-Pauline character of this formula is further ratified by an examination
of the language. The fourfold use of hoti.
indicates quotation in verses 3-5. The
phrase kata tas gra,phas ( twice in these
verses) occurs nowhere else in Paul. He
normally introduces a quotation with geg,a,ptai. O,phthi appears only in 1 Tim.
3: 16 aside from this passage in Paul- and
Biblical Literature, LXXVI (1957), 181-90;
Robert H. Mounce, "Continuity of the Primitive Tradition: Some Pre-Pauline Elements in
I Corinthians," lnlflt',Prelalion, XIII ( 1959),
417-24; Hans Werner Bartsch, "Die Argumentation des Paulus im I Cor. 15: 3-11," Zeilschn/1 /iir die N eutestamentliche W issenscha/t,
LV ( 1964), 261-74; Eduard Schweizer, "Two
New Testament Creeds Compared," Neotesta,menlica (Ziirich/Stuttgart, 1963), pp. 122 to
135; Hans Conzelmann, "On the Analysis of the
Confessional Formula in I Corinthians 15:3-5,"
lnttw,pretation, XXII ( 1966) , 15-25; M. Dahl,
The Resu"ection of the Bodi,: A Study of
1 Co,. lj (London, 1962); Ferdinand Hahn,
Chnstologirche Hohei1s1i1el (Gottingen, 1963),
pp. 197-211; Werner Kramer, pp. 15----40;
Joachim Jeremias, Artikelloses XouncS,, zur
Ursprache von I Cor. 15:3b-5," Zeilschri/t fiir
dis N eutestamsnlliche W issenscha/t, LVII
(1966), 211 to 215; Hans von Campenhausen,
"'The Events of Easter and the Empty Tomb,"
T,.adition and Life in 1h11 Chu,rch (Philadelphia,
1968), pp. 42-54.
64 Martin Dibelius, Dill Pormgeschichls tlss
B11angsliums (Tiibingen, 1959 8 ) , p. 20 and
p. 207, Anm. 1; Joachim Jeremias, Ths Buch••
ristic W ortls of Jesus (New York, 1955), P•
129, points to Pi,rks A.both 1.1 as a good parallel
for these terms.
11
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that is also a formula taken over from
elsewhere. The Twelve are mentioned nowhere else in Paul. Egege,tai is also not
the normal Pauline way of referring to the
Resurrection, although the verb does occur
in verses 12-14, 16-17, and 20, but always
with reference back to the formula.
The most convincing illustration of the
non-Pauline language is the phrase h1per
ton ha1nartion. Normally Paul uses h1,pe,
of the relation of Christ's death to people,
,peri, of its relation to sin. Thus "while we
were still sinners, Christ died on behalf
of (hyper) us" ( Rom. 5: 8) . He died "on
behalf of impious people" (Rom. 5: 6, h'JfJBr
asebon) _Gs Equally important is the fact
that Paul normally uses the term hamartia
in the singular. The term occurs in Paul
64 times. Of the 48 occurrences in Romans
all but three are in the singular; two are
Old Testament quotations (Rom. 4: 7 and
11:27), the third (7:5) is demanded by
the plural pathemata. In 1 Corinthians the
term is found in the plural in our passage
and in 15: 17, which refers back to it The
more normal singular occurs in 15: 56. In
the other Pauline epistles the word occurs
in the plural in the Pastorals ( three times)
and once each in Colossians and Ephesians.
The plural in Gal. 1:4 also comes from the
citation of a pre-Pauline formula, whereas
in 1 Thess. 2: 16 it is an Old Testament allusion.58 In short, the word is almost always singular in Paul unless he is using
the Old Testament or other earlier mateKramer, pp. 22-23; Charles ~~ey
Barrett, Ths Pwsl B,pislls lo 1h11 Conn1h11111s
(New York and Evanston, 1968), p. 338.
IS& The word statistia are taken from B.?bert
Morgenthaler, Sltllislill tlss Mlllt1s"""""'.lich~
wor1scht11zss (Zurich/Frankfurt am Main,
1958), p. 71.
5&
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rial. Eduard Schweizer comments on the
significance of the singular:
Paul himself uses "sin" in the singular
only, which, of course, is theologically exuemely relevant. Life is one for Paul,
either righteousness or sin. He speaks of
single uespasses and takes them seriously;
however, they are either incongruencies
which urge men to start new and believe
more congruently or expressions of a life
which, as a whole, is sin. Thus life cannot
be divided into so many single moral acts.
It is always a whole, devoted either to God
or to egotism.&T

formula either by Paul or someone before
him.
The original Christ formula thus was
a four-line statement, probably to be introduced either by "we confess . . ." ( homologo11,1nen) or "we believe . . ." ( piste#o1nen).50 It should be printed in four lines:
[We believe]

Sin for Paul is not individual acts; for them
he uses the term ,paraptoma (Rom. 5:20).
Sin is rather one of the forces of this age
that hold man in subjection and from
which he must be delivered. It is thus unitary.58 The phraseology in 1 Cor. 15: 3 is
thus not Pauline.

( 4) and that He was seen by Cephas, then
by the Twelve.

How far does this quotation extend?
It is certainly completed by verse 8, since
Paul there introduces his own vision of the
resurrected Christ. At the beginning of
verse 6 the construction changes: Paul
shifts from dependent clauses introduced
by holi to independent statements. The
original formula was probably complete
with the .reference to the Twelve. It is
likely that the other appearances came
from a separate list added to the original
Eduard Schweizer, p. 122, note 1.
GS For full documentation of this point, see
my article "Freedom in Christ-Gift and Demand," Coecordid Tb,ologiu/, Mon1hly (Pr,,tl
lo Sm,1. Trib1111 lo A.lfr,d, 0. P11,rbringn}, XL
(1969), 35~8. This interpretation of the
sense of h1111111f'Ud in Paul is supported by the
of the idea of the forgiverelative infrequency
ness of sins in Paul. On this point see James
Frame, "Paul's
Bverea:
Idea of Delivemnce,"
]Ollnltll of Bibliul. Liurt111w1, XI.IX (1930) 1
17

1-12.
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( 1) that Christ died for our sins according
to the Seriprures,
(2) and that He was buried,
( 3) and that He has been raised on the
third day according to the Scriptures,

This formula is the Gospel that Paul mentions in 15: 1. It is this that he holds in
common with the earlier apostles.00
We note at once that these four lines
are very carefully composed. The .first and
third lines are longer; each has the verb
expanded by two descriptive adverbial
phrases. The short second and fourth lines
are not expanded. These two lines each
bring supporting evidence for the longer
line that precedes it. The resurrection appearances bring evidence for the reality of
Jesus' resurrection. The addition of the
second list of appearances ( 15:6-7) served
the same purpose. Paul has inserted 15: 6b
GO Kramer, pp. 19 ff., on the basis of Rom.
10 :9 and similar passages calls this a "pislisformula" and argues for the verb pis1e110. He
may well be correct.
eo Other words tied to this pistil-formula are
"proclaim" (ker,sso) and "apostle" (apos1olos).
One might argue that it is a missionary formula from Paul. See Kramer, pp. 4S-64. Jean
Hering's opinion that lS :3-4 is the 111111gg11lion
of lS:l and lS:S-8 the logos of lS:2 thus
founders on the shoals of literary and formal
analysis. See his T h11 Pirsl Bpislls of Ptllll lo
1h11 CorinlhiMu (London, 1962), p. 1.58.
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in order to make clear the import of this
for the Corinthians' view of the resurrection ( 15: 12) .01 This suggests that the
second line was designed to bring proof
for the reality of Jesus' death. The confession must have arisen in a context where
the reality of the death was an issue (cf.
Matt. 28: 11-15). For Paul, Jesus' burial
was unimponant; he mentions it nowhere
else.
The emphasis in the passage is thus
placed on the two longer lines. This is
confirmed by the repeated kata tas
graphas.82 In these two lines the first is
more important. Jesus' death is presented
as the key event in the salvation of men.88
The point of the third line lies in the fact
that the resurrection is the demonstration
that God accepted Jesus' death for our sins;
resurrection is public ratification. The first
01 There is no need to discuss here the precise nature of the Corinthian heresy, since that
lies outside our scope. For the view ( which I
share) that the heresy included the idea that the
resurrection had already taken place in baptism
( cf. 2 Tim. 2: 18), see Bartsch, pp. 265 if. He
refers to the important essay by Julius Schniewind, "Die Leugner der Auferstehung in KoReden •nd
rinth," Naehgelassene A•/siilze
(Berlin, 1952), pp. 110-39. The whole discussion has recently been summarized and evaluated by Jack H. Wilson, 'The Corinthians
Who Say There Is No Resurrection of the
Dead," Zeilsehri/1 fur die Nemeslamsnlliehe
Wisstmsehtl/1, LIX (1958), 90-107.
82 Hahn, p. 199.
68 There are parallels in the New Testament.
See Gal. 1 :4, who gave Himself on behalf of
our sins, in order that He might rescue us from
the present evil age." See also Rom. 4:25, Rom.
6:3-9, Rom. 14:15, and Kramer, pp. 26-33.
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line alone indicates the significance of this
action in the phrase 0n behalf of our sins."
Paul in 1 Cor.15 himself develops the significance of Jesus' resurrection as the first
fruit. ( 1 Cor.15 :20-24)
11

Both death and resurrection took place
kata tas g,aphas. It is difficult to point to
any specific passage in the Old Testament
that the formula could have in mind. Hos.
6: 2 speaks of the resurrection of Israel,
not any individual, and is not used elsewhere in the New Testament. No other
passages easily suggest themselves. Nor
does it help to attach kata tas g,IJ/)has to
0n the third day." Hans Conzelmann surveys the sense of this phrase and concludes
that no interpretations are conclusive.84
What Hos. 6: 2 does suggest is that the
third day is the crucial day after an event
full of tension. On that day the outcome
and meaning ought to be clear.85
It is no easier to find specific passages
that refer to a death for sins in the Old
Testament. Isaiah 53 is not frequently used
in the New Testament. Note that Matt.
8: 17 sees the fulfillment of Is. 53: 4 in
Jesus' healing miracles. Aas 2 does not
mention it at all. In Acts 3 it is used to
underscore the exaltation of Jesus but not
His death (Acts3:13). ActsS:32-33 cites
Is. 53:7-8 but omits the crucial words "be11

Hans Conzelmaan, GnmJris1 t"1r Theologit, tles Neuen Tssla'11ffllS (Miinchen, 1968),
pp. 85-86; English tr. by John Bowden, An
0•1line of 1he Theolog1 of lhe NIIUI Tes"""'1nl
(New York, 1969), p. 66.
es Cf. Martha's reference
the ID
~ daJ
in
John
11:39.
See
Cameron
Mackay,
'The
This is at first surprising, since Paul introduces
the formula to argue the reality of the res•"•e- Third Day," Ch•rch Q.IIMlerl, RnMUJ, Cl.XIV
(1963), 289-99. He refers ID Gen.22:4 as
lion! The death and burial were not completely
relevant to his concern ( see criterion 4 above). a good example. See also Bruce M. Metzgel',
the Meaning of
Suggestion Concerning
Paul makes little use of the reference to Asins"
I Cor. XV.4b," Jo•r,uJ, of Thsologiul S,-U.s,
in the subsequent discussion. See Hunter, pp.
new series VIII (1957), 118-23.
15-16, and Hahn, p. 198.
M

11

11
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cause of the sins of My people." Perhaps
Acts 3: 18 gives a pointer: "to Him all the
prophets bore witness." The double reference to the gra,phai underscores the conviction d1at the death and resurrection of
Jesus happened under the control of God
and thus bring all of God's promises to
fulfillment.88
What is the apologetic purpose that
such a faith affirmation served? Jewish
people in the intertestamental era came to
the belief that the death of a1i,1 righteous
man had atoning value both for himself
and for others. See Ps. SoL 10: 2, 2 Mace.
7:18f., 32ff., 4Macc.l:11, 6:28f., 17:
20 ff.87 In this context 1 Cor. 15:3-5 states
that the death of Christ is the death of the
one righteous man that atones for sin. His
death is the only answer to the question,
How does God deliver from sins? It argues
for a Jewish context for the confession of
faith. God's promises made in the Old
Testament find their completion in Christ.
Where did this confession originate?
Linguistically Jeremias seems to have established its Palestinian character.68 The
historian cannot give a certain answer to
On this sense of the Old Testament references, see Hahn, pp. 200-203. For a contrary
opinion on the place of Is. 53 and this passage,
see Barnabas Lindars, New Testamenl Apologetic (London, 1961), pp. 78 ff.
87 Billerbeck, II, 279 ff.; Eduard Schweizer,
Lordship tmil Disciplaship (London, 1960),
pp. 22-26; "Discipleship and Belief in Jesus
as Lord from Jesus to the Hellenistic Church,"
New Teslllt111Jnl S1.Jies, II ( 1955/56), 89-90;
Eduard Lohse, Mir'1rn • • Go11esllnseh1
(Gottingen, 1955), pp. 38 ff., 64 ff., 83, Anm.
7; Hahn, p. 56.
18 Jeremias, Tbs B11ehmstic Wortls of ]ss111
(London, 1955), pp. 129-31. Conzelmann
disputes this Palestinian character. It might be
agreed that the confession could have originated
in Greek-speaking Syrian Judaism; this would
not change the basic point.
88
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the source in Paul's life, for Paul seems to
credit it to the apostles in 15:11. Paul
might have learned it from Peter or James
when he went to Jerusalem on his first
post-conversion visit ( GaL 1: 18). C. H.
Dodd dryly remarks "'that they did not
spend all their time talking about the
weather." 00 ltS Jewish background seems
assured because of the reference to the
third day, the use of the Semitic Cephas,
and above all the idea of atoning death presupposed here. The Greeks never seem to
have spoken of an atoning death. The
faith formula comes out of an early Jewish,
and probably Palestinian, Christian congregation.70
The other passage we shall examine is
1 Tim. 3: 16.71 This passage is not marked
off as a hymn by any of the explicit indications of quotation used in 1 Cor. 15 : 3
09

The A,PostoUc Pf'eaehing (New York,

19512), p. 16.
70 Kramer, pp. 29-34; Hahn, pp. 207-13.
Fuller, p. 161, points to the similarity to the
synoptic suffering Son of Man passages. There
is also another view of the death of Jesus current in early Jewish-Christian circles. In Acts
2:23-24, 3:15, 4:10, 5:30, and 10:39 Jesus'
death is used to raise an accusation against the
Jews. "You killed the Lord of life." The death
then is given no direct saving significance;
rather it is an evil that must be set right by
the resurrection. By raising Him God appoints
Him "Lord and Messiah," in spite of what the
Jews have done. This resurrection Christology
has a different antithesis than does the kerygma
theology of 1 Cor. 15 :3-5.
'11 The bibliography on this passage is far
less extensive than that on 1 Cor. 15:3b-5. In
addition to the commentaries see Eduard Norden, Agnostos Theos (Leipzig, 1913), pp. 254
to 267; Schweizer (above, note 53); Stanley
(above, note 40); Martin, "Aspects" (above,
n0te 42), pp. 21-26, with extensive bibliography; Schille (above, note 42), p. 38 (places
it into the category of Brla,.,Ustkr); Deichgriber (above, note 35), pp. 133-37; Puller,
pp. 216-18.
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(ho#, ,pa,.alambano, etc.). The word
homologou1nenos might be understood as
"in accordance with our homologid' and so
point to a quotation. Yet most scholars
take it as merely equivalent to "by common consent." 72 The former is persuasive
to me.
Though no specific formula of citation
is used, scholars generally regard the six
stichoi as a poetic citation.73 Its place in
the context is one of the reasons. A textual
difficulty calls attention to this. The first
line opens with the relative pronoun hos,
( Ol:), translated "He was manifested ... "
in the Revised Standard Version ( with a
footnote indicating "Greek Who"). This
relative pronoun has no antecedent; some
later manuscripts made an easy change,
72

stenheil

Most commentators take the second sense,
probably under the direct or indirect influence
of Alfred Seeberg, Der Katechismus der Urchri(Leipzig, 1903, reprint Miinchen,
1966), p. 113. Seeberg surveys the state of
exegesis on this passage at the turn of the century on pp. 112-25. Among modern commentators Lock, in the l11tern11tion11l Critical
Comment""' (Edinburgh, 1924), p. 44, allows
as a possibility the translation "by common
profession," with a reference to Ambrosiaster.
The most recent scientific commentary, produced
by Gottfried Holtz, suggests the translation
"wie alle einmiitig bekennen" and glosses it
with the comment "Man wird den Schluss ziehen miissen, dass der beschliessende Hymnus
von allen im Gottesclienst Anwesenden als Bekenntnislied gesungen ist." Die PdSIOt'mbnsfe,
in Theologuchflf" Hdndkommenl4r zum Ns•en
T11sldmtml (Berlin, 1965), XIII, 89-90. See
also Anthony Tyrrell Hanson, Sttlllies in lhs
PtUlortd. Bpistles (London, 1968), pp. 21-28.
'18 Thus W. F. Beck in his translation The
NttUJ Tesldmenl in ths 'Llmgtldgtl of Todt,,J
(St. Louis, 1964), p. 368, prints this in six
poetic lines. Paul Elmer Kretzmann, Dill P11s1orlllbrilJJe ( St. Louis, 1918), p. 109, says that
we have here either "eine altchrisdiche Doxologie,11 or a "Hymnus," or, perhaps, "eine Bekenntnisformel.11
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inserting a dash over the two letters and
one inside the omega and thus creating
the normal abbreviation for God, 8:1':.
It is this text which is translated in the
King James Version, "God was manifest
.... "A second tradition changed the 0~
to O (ho), the neuter relative pronoun,
and so gave it an antecedent in m1stmon.
The textual difficulty is caused by the insertion of a hymnic passage, using relative
pronouns where the verbs all recount deeds
or actions.74 Like other hymnic passages
(Phil.2:6-11, Eph. 5:14), it is inserted
into a parenetic context. Chapter 3 has
discussed the qualifications of episkopoi,
d,iakonoi,, and g1n4i,kas (deaconesses)
(3:11). Chapter 4 discusses the heresy at
Ephesus. Action is here motivated by a
reference to a summary of the faith known
to the author and readers.
Form-analysis of the six lines yields the
same conclusion. No passage in the New
Testament surpasses this one in care of
composition; its structure, carried out with
consistency, is compact, artistic, and beautiful. Three words suffice for each line.
The compressed parallelism of six aorist
passive verbs each followed by a dative is
striking. The verbs have homoiotels#lon,
all ending in -the. The datives are arranged in pairs: two singular (sarki,, ,pnet11nati,)1 two plural (aggeloir, ethnesm), two
singular (komio, doxe). These features
mark it out as a hymn; the rhythmic pattern supports this suggestion.71 It is poetry
that must be judged by the standards of
ancient Near Eastern hymnic form, as
Deichgriber, p. 133.
'lG J. N. D. Kelly, A Commsnltl,, ot1 11,s
PtUtorlll Bpis1llls (New York and Evanst0n,
1963), p. 89, supports this strongly and points
to 2 Tim. 2:11-13 as a parallel.
H
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seated briefty by Deichgraber (pp. 21-23)
and exemplified by the Odes of Solonion 16
and sections of the Hermetic corpus.77
Any other standard, even that of epic or
lyric poetry from the Greco-Roman world,
would force its analysis into the wrong
structure ( a metabasis eis allo genos) .
The vocabulary of this passage is also
striking. The term ophthe, as pointed out
previously, occurs only in this passage and
in 1 Cor.15:3b-5 in the Pauline corpus
with reference to Christ. As Norden 78
pointed out, episteuthe is rather singular.
Other individual turns of language are
clear. The en. in verses 4 and S clearly
marks off the nations and the universe as
spheres or locales and should be rendered
"in" or "among." This suggests that sarx
and pneuma ( verses 1 and 2) are probably also to be understood locally and
antithetically as two spheres of existence,
the sphere of human existence and the
sphere of heavenly existence.70 This is the
sense the two terms have in two other
early creedal formulas, Rom. l:3-4 and
1 Peter 3: 18. It is clear that this is not
the normal Pauline usage of sarx as that
in man which makes him subject to sin
(the term does not occur elsewhere in the
Pastorals). The probability exists then
that the other two words, aggelois and
Most easily available in the edition of
Walter Bauer, Die Oden Stllomos (Berlin, 1933,
Kleine Texte 64).
'IT The best edition is Corpus Htmnelicum,
ed. A. D. Nock and A.-J. Festugiere (4 vols.;
Paris, 1945-54).
78 .A.gnoslos Theos, p. 255, note 3. See also
Martin, "Aspects," p. 22.
78 E. Schweizer, "sMx," Theologisches W o,lllrneh %Um Neuen Teslamenl (Stuttgart, 1932
ff.), VII, 108; 1191. See also Martin, "Aspeas," p. 24.
78
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doxa, should also be understood as denot-

ing spheres of existence.80
Such an analysis suggests that Nestle is
correct in printing the hymn as three
distichs, each dominated by the opposition
of two spheres. The thought is structured
antithetically. The variation of singular
and plural supports this. This leads to a
magnificent chiastic structure ( a human,
b spirit sphere) : ab : ha : ab. An antithesis between first and sixth lines is also
obvious. At the sa1ne time each line contains (implicitly) the presupposition for
the statement in the next.81

=

=

TI1e first distich describes Jesus' appearance on earth. He is manifested ( note the
passive, indicating God is the actor) . God
manifested Jesus in the realm of human
existence.82 This incarnation ( the term
should not be pressed) is balanced by the
edikaiothe in the realm of pne1'ma. The
verb in this phrase is not used in the normal Pauline sense. Rather it describes "die
Erhohung in die Sphare des pne:,ma," as
Dibelius paraphrases it.83 This elevation
took place through the resurrection. In
that light it is striking that no mention is
made of the death of Jesus, no word about
See Martin Dibelius, Dis Geislff'UleU im
Glaubm des Paulus (Gottingen, 1909), p.179;
also his commentary in the Hlffldbuch zum
Neuen Teslamenl (Tiibingen, 19553), p. 50.
8l I would thus reject those analyses that
divide the hymn into two tristichs, as printed
in The Gt'eek New Testamenl (Bible Societies
version edited by Kurt Aland, el al., 1966).
This analysis opposes the first three lines to the
last three. See Martin, "Aspects," p. 22.
82 For parallels see 1 Peter 3:18, Heb. 9:26,
and 1 Peter 1 :20.
88 Dibelius, in the Htmdbuch zum Nstl8tl
Testamenl, p. 50, refers to Ignatius, Philadelphians 8:2 ad /inem; CM,P. Herm. XIII.9; Ous
Sol. 31 :5, 17 :2, 25 :12, 29:5 as parallels illustrating this usage.
80
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suHering appears, as, for example, in Barnabas 6: 7. The phane,osis appears to come
from the ruler ideology. 2 Thess. 2: 8 uses
the term epi1Jhaneia in conjunction with
pa,ousia ( compare the use of the apantesis
idea in 1 Thess. 4: 17). Thus, the two stichoi together present one idea, the elevation of a ruler.84 Consequently, I understand sewx and pnett1na as standing in
a kind of complementary antithesis, the
two together denoting the entire sphere
of God's action in Jesus.
The second distich describes the p,oclamat-io or presentation of the elevated ruler
to those over whom He rules. This presentation takes place in the upper world of the
angelic beings via a public display
(ophthe) that demonstrates the right of
the person to rule. It calls forth "the worship accorded by angelic powers to the
ascending, glorified Christ." 85 The appearance before the angels is a demonstration
to them of the rank He now holds, just as

the appearance of the child before the gods
and heroes in Vergil, Eel. IV. 15-17, is
a demonstration that the child is a ruler
who brings peace.86 The one elevated is
the k'Yrios over all the forces of the universe (cf. Eph. 2:6-7; 3:9 ff.). Their dominion is broken; the world is free of all
such lords. There is no more need to indulge in empty genealogies in order to
know whom to placate ( 1 Tim. 1: 4; Titus
3 :9) . The presentation in the spirit world
is balanced by the proclamation among the
nations. All rational beings are brought
under His sway via His appearance in the
world and elevation to the spirit world.
After a king is enthroned, messengers run
throughout the kingdom to announce the
new lord. This ancient custom is paralleled
by the worldwide proclamation of the
k'J'fiotes of Jesus Christ.87 The hymn itself
is an example of such proclamation, in
both its form and its content.
The third distich describes what Jeremias has called lnth,onizalion, that is, the
84 See Joachim Jeremias, Die B,is/e an Tiaction of the people ruled in recognizing
motheus t1tul. Titus, in Das N eue Teshlmenl tl1eir new Lord. This is accomplished in
Deuuch, IX (Gottingen, 1949), p. 21.
I would not share the view that the term the world of men via faith, in heaven
phtJneroo can only be explained from the back- through His being taken up into the
ground of the gnostic redeemer myth; for this kebhod Yahweh, the doxa that characview see Hannelis Schulte, Der Begri.i d.er OffenbtJ,u11g im Neuen TesltJmenl (Miinchen, terizes God. This faith is expressed in the
world in the acclamation k,nos lesous
1949), pp. 28-29, 70-87. See also Martin,
"Aspeas," pp. 24-25.
Christos, the Christian counterpart to
86 Kelly, p. 91. If the interpretation of dis"Long live the king!" 88
tich one is correct, then the appearance to angels cannot refer to some d.escensus tUl in/twos,
as E. K. Simpson, The P11110,,J, Epistles (London, 1954), p. 62, holds.
The angelic forces, then, are not chthonic,
but the kind of spirits described in Gal. 3:1921, 4:3-5, 8-9; Col. 2:8-10, 15, 20; Phil. 2:9
if.; Eph. 6:12; Rom. 8:38; Heb. 1:6, and in
Corp. Htwm. I. Cf. Jeremias, p. 22; Dibelius,
P11110,,J,brilJJe1 pp. 50-51; Geislerwell, pp. 175
to 180; Heinrich Schlier, Pnncipaluies .tul
PowtwJ ;,, 1hs Neu, Tssltlmml (New York,
1961), pp. 45-52.
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so ille deum vitam accipiet divisque videbit
permixtos heroas et ipse flid.sbil•r illis,
pacarumque reget patriis virtutibus orbem.
ST See in the Old Testament Is. 52:7 and
Deichgriber, p. 135, notes 2, 3, 4, and 5. Note
also how Matt. 28:18-20 also includes a command to proclaim the sxousu,. See Otto Michel, "Der Abschluss des Matthiusevaqeliums,"
E.1111ngslischs Thsologis, X ( 1950/51), 16-26.
ss Anendon should be given to the similarity of this hymn in thousht to the ideas a:-
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In conuast to 1 Cor.15:3b-5 it should be pickled." 00 It survives only in tension
be noted that there is no mention of Jesus' with false alternatives.
death and no reference to sins. The hymn
In saying that, we have already moved
is structured topically; it thinks in spatial into the meaning of the type of research
concepts. In ttUe chronological order, we have described for the task of theology
Jesus' enthronement as kosmokrator would and, much more importantly, the task of
precede the proclamation.88 Here all the the proclaimer today. We have been carweight falls on the vindication of Jesus ried to a small degree into the dark and
( resurrection? ascension? ) , not His death. silent years of the early church. In the
What is the antithesis that called forth process we have found that confession to
such a creed? Surely it is fear and slavery Christ goes back as far as historical recalled forth by the belief that the \1\rorld is search can penetrate. There never was
under the domination of evil spirits who a confessionless Christianity, and its concontrol men and their access to God, the fession was always Christological. Apart
belief that men are under the control of from Christ there is religion but no Chrisfate (heimarmene) and powers over which tianity. This is the note of continuity that
they have no control This hymn confesses ran through all the life and faith of the
that Jesus has overcome such powers and earliest church.
de-demonized the world. This has taken
At the same time the sn1dy has shown
place quite apart from man and his belief. that this unity was not marked by a press
The extra nos side of deliverance is empha- for uniformity. Each creedal formulation
sized. The church is under His rule, the takes its terms from the antithesis it faced.
regnum Christi.
In a Jewish context Jesus is preached as
If this interpretation is correct, the hymn the Christ who died for sins, in a Gentile
is thus against the existentially dominated context as the one who rules via His exalinterpretation of the Gospel by Rudolf tation. Paul in Rom. 3: 24-26a criticizes
Bulunaon and the New Hermeneutic. and reinterprets a type of covenant ChrisFreedom is not won by the faith of the tology that is not adequate for the Roman
Christian but by the exterior and prior act church. Creeds are judged in terms of the
of Christ. There is, nevertheless, a certain situation addressed.
danger in this hymn. It could lead to
It is a striking fact that no early Chrisunderplaying the events of Jesus' life and tian made a collection of these hymns and
ministry. It would lend itself to a theologia creeds. There was no tendency to stanglorias such as Paul fought at Corinth. dardization. Most formulas were saved by
Change the situation, and this necessary accident, by chance citation in parenetic
aeedal formulation could become heretical. contexts. This ought to be enough to warn
As Kaj Munk said, 'Truth can not [sic] against overly hasty generalization.
Yet we know that theological reflection
Pressed by Paul in his interpretation of Ps. 110
in 1 Cor. lS :20-28. See the acclamation in Phil. began very early. Paul was no innovator,
2:11 also.
81

On this see Schweitzer, 'Two Creeds," p.
126, and the passaaes co which he refers.
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Kaj Munk, '"Christ and John the Baptist:
Truth can not be pickled,' " Po•r Stwmam, u.

John M. Jensen (Blair, Nebr., n.d.), p. 11.
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but "tradent" and commentator on theological thinking that began with Easter.
His own theology was worked out in dialog with the world of his time. His example urges us to be both open to hear what
others confess and critical of the implications they draw from their confession.
Theology can never be the simple repeti-
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tion of the formulas of the past. We stay
in the succession of the confessors only
as we confess anew- on the basis of our
inheritance, to be sure- the meaning of
Christ in terms that fit our day and speak
to our problems in the language of our
time.
St. Louis, Mo.
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